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Agenda

●

●
●

●



Why best practices codes are a robust, 
reliable guide to practice

●

●

● No shortcuts in the form of prescriptive “guidelines” or rules of thumb





The Code of Best Practices in Fair Use for 
Software Preservation

●

○ Legacy Software is an becoming an essential tool 
for accessing digital artifacts that are not 
readable by humans without being read first by 
software on machine, 

○ “Maintaining the accuracy  and authenticity  of 
the cultural record thus requires preservation not 
only of individual digital object, but also of 
operating systems, application programs, and 
other elements that make up the complex 
software environments that render digital files.” 

○ Utilitarian software tools are also worthy of 
preservation in their own right as objects of 
study. 

○ Legal uncertainty =  one of the most difficult 
challenges for software preservation. 

■ Fears may be overstated! 



How was the code developed in the US?

•



Limitations

●

●
●
●

●



The Situations in the Code



How did this project come to be?

●

●

●
●

○ Episode 7: International Implications (included both Tim Walsh and 
Ariel Katz). In this webinar, they explored both the need to 
“Canadianize” the code and the potential for adapting the code to 
use fair dealing to preserve software, rather than fair use

http://www.softwarepreservationnetwork.org/events/
https://www.softwarepreservationnetwork.org/blog/episode-7-international-implications/


What have we done so far?



Stories from Canadian Practitioners So Far...



Is There a Need for an Imported Code?

●

●

○ Would help make the case for SP projects that are currently not 
happening

○ Familiar and comfortable with LAM exceptions (i.e. 30.1), but unclear 
about their scope 

○ Issues that a FD code would address: shared  collections and the 
provision of access to software and software dependent files

●

○ Establishing trust; we need to establish norms for the “easy stuff” 
because preservation in the future will be much more complex. 
Trust will allow us to reach a little further

○ TPMs  and software dependencies major barriers to SP



Some examples from the field

●
○ Cultural record in architecture has become entirely software 

dependent
○ Software as artifact, CAD files as artifacts, for research and function 

(i.e., where is the drain?)
●

○ Proprietary backup software/hardware that is no longer available -  
used to create an archive of personal papers donated to an archive

○ Haven’t been able to find the software, but even if it could be found 
would need to “crack” it to understand how COREfast files are made

●
○ Manuscripts of well-known authors written in obsolete format
○ Not commercially available; have to “get” software somewhere
○ Requires emulation of older MacOS operating systems; unclear if 

license permits this



A representative Canadian example: John 
Durno’s Telidon Recovery Project

PC Mag, July 1983

●

●

●

●
○ Multiple parts of the Canadian 

government used it to build 
electronic information kiosks

○ Also used to produce some of the 
earliest Canadian video art made 
with computers



John Durno’s Telidon Recovery Project: 
Issues

●

●

●

●

●



Where should we go from here? Who 
should we talk to? What should we 
read?

●
●
●
●



Thank you!


